
JUST AS IN OTHER INDUSTRIES, BANKS ARE LOOKING TO NEW IT CAPABILITIES THAT WILL 
ENABLE SPEED, AGILITY, AND RELIABILITY. To keep pace with changing regulations, escalating 
cyber threats and electronic banking needs, they must re-evaluate their IT operating models. 
This Technology Dossier examines the challenges and options for banks in a rapidly changing 
environment that demands agility and innovation. 

IT for the New Banking Era
The retail banking industry in the U.S. is unlike any other. There are more than 6,400 commercial 
banks and savings institutions insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC), ranging from 
small community banks to national giants, all navigating a maze of federal and state regulation. It is 
an industry that has traditionally favored stability in its IT systems, many are unequipped to move 
with the speed and agility required to surmount increasing competition and respond to demand for 
services across a variety of digital platforms.

Customer expectations are changing rapidly, while many banks are restrained by reliance on fixed 
IT resources that have less flexibility than their competitors. The reliance on branch networks 
for differentiation falls short in an era where paper-based transactions have largely given way to 
electronic, new mobile and online banking channels have emerged, and new, digitally-oriented 
ventures are focusing on delivery of on-demand services.

“Banks are seeing a slow but steady disintermediation and detachment from customers, as new 
businesses are eating away at the retail banking client experience,” Peter Weill and Stephanie 
Woerner of the MIT Center for Information Systems Research asserted earlier this year. “PayPal and 
Apple Pay are examples in the payments space….These new entrants, often with great customer 
experience, are nibbling away at the juicy parts of banking.”1
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New Opportunities,  
New Challenges
A new era of computing is shattering the traditional 
mode of fixed data center operations. Companies in 
all industries are racing to take advantage of cloud, 
mobile, social networks and analytics to create 
new opportunities and find better ways to manage 
existing business.

Big data and analytics make it possible to better 
understand customer trends, expose new revenue 
opportunities and sharpen risk assessment 
practices. Online and mobile services make it 
possible to reach customers who are not reached 
by local branches, reach out to new populations as 
the so-called “unbanked” and create new lines of 
business and new ways of reaching consumers. 

But compliance with security and regulatory require-
ments represents unique hurdles for banks that 
want to pursue new technologies and rapidly take 
advantage of new business opportunities. Out-dated 
systems make it even more difficult for banks to 
achieve compliance in the face of rapidly shifting 
and increasingly complex regulations. 

Investing in capital-intensive IT, then maintaining 
and supporting that infrastructure and the facil-
ities required to house it, often puts banks at a 
competitive disadvantage. IT is one of the largest 
line items for a bank, Oommen says. Yet up to 80 
percent of that spending is devoted to maintaining 
current infrastructure, leaving little for investment in 
innovation and creating new products and services. 
Traditional IT acquisition and provisioning is too slow, 
too expensive and too cumbersome for the new era. 

Banks that cannot exceed consumers’ expectations 
will lose existing and potential new customers to 
their competition. A 2015 survey of 6,000 consumers 
by Gallup found that, “Customers who wanted a 
personal relationship but who had a digital one 
(or vice versa) were less likely to be fully engaged 
with their bank by 47 percentage points than 
those whose preferences matched. Not meeting 
customers where they want to be leads to disen-
gagement — and has a serious impact on a bank’s 
bottom line.”2 More consumers would opt for an 
all-digital relationship than would opt for a personal-
only banking relationship, the survey found.

“Customer expectations of their experiences with 
their banks has changed significantly,” says Roji 
Oommen, managing director financial services, with 
CenturyLink, the managed services and network 
provider. “People have grown up dealing with Google 
and Amazon, but a bank’s core technology platform 
does not lend itself well to that type of experience.”
 
Banks are also facing unprecedented security 
challenges in the sophistication and number of cyber 
attacks. In addition, bank customers sometimes 
engage in risky behaviors with their phones and 
mobile devices, such as checking account infor-
mation over an insecure wireless network or using 
weak passwords. That is requiring a new level of 
security consciousness — and new investments 
in defensive solutions — that would have seemed 
excessive or even paranoid just a few years ago. 
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Rethinking Traditional  
IT Operations
Building and maintaining a monolithic data center 
requires specially trained engineers and massive 
investments in support and services. Even if banks 
had the resources and in-house skills to upgrade 
legacy systems to meet today’s needs, those needs 
are likely to continue changing as new technologies 
and new customer demands emerge. 

Taking advantage of new capabilities, such as new 
network technologies and cloud-based infra-
structure and services, is essential for speed to 
market and cost-competitiveness. But it’s not 
realistic to think that today’s banks can simply 
discard all legacy applications.  

“A bank is not a pure digital company where every-
thing can sit on the cloud,” says Oommen. “There is 
always going to be some complexity. There may be 
some existing applications that don’t virtualize well. 
At the same time, there are marketing campaigns 
that may be suited to public cloud.”

Banks need to be able to map their assets to  
their business goals, and implement multi-layered 
strategies that apply the right IT services to  
different types of customer and regulatory needs. 
A hybrid IT approach enables banks to utilize 
on-premise, private cloud and public cloud assets 
in a flexible manner, customizing infrastructure 
and solutions to meet specific data, security and 
regulatory, scalability, and capacity needs.

A hybrid IT approach represents a pallet of IT 
solutions that have the flexibility to change over 
time. Utilizing a combination of services including 
colocation, cloud and managed services enables 
banks to scale and continue to meet future require-
ments without being tied down by huge capital 
investment in IT infrastructure. 

Instead of capital expenditures, banks can now 
convert much of IT resources to operational 
expenses that can scale up or down and be 
redirected according to the needs of the business. 
Rather than competing for skilled and costly talent, 
banks can draw upon managed services consulting 
resources when and where needed. 

Achieving Operational  
Excellence in the Cloud Era
There are growing numbers of cloud and managed 
services providers, but not all are equipped with 
the right industry expertise or global scale network 
capabilities required to transform today’s banking 
operations. CenturyLink’s broad portfolio of IT 
services and flexible business terms provide a 
pathway to agility, security, operational excellence 
and compliance. 

For more information on dramatically 
improving your IT operating model and 
aligning your operations to a ’bricks and 
clicks’ banking business, please go to 
www.centurylink.com/business/enterprise.
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Here are some items to look for that can tilt the balance between 

selecting and rejecting a services provider:

1. Does the provider maintain appropriate physical security? 

2. Are servers physically caged with additional security measures 

employed to control access? 

3. Does the provider employ appropriate access management 

physical security barriers to keep potential staff or visitors 

away from secure areas of the facility?

4. Does each employee have to scan a badge or otherwise  

show identification individually or can multiple employees  

enter secure areas without providing ID?

5. Does the provider have experience and a backgroud in 

supporting your respective industry?

6. Are appropriate and current compliance certifications 

maintained?

Determining 
if a Services 
Provider is 
Right for You 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/centurylink/2014/08/29/why-its-time-to-consider-hybrid-it-infographic/
http://www.centurylink.com/business/enterprise/
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Raising the Drawbridge is  
Not an Option
Financial services businesses — like organizations in all industries 
— have been outgunned by the hackers. Attacks are bigger and 
more sophisticated, and perimeters are more permeable than ever 
before. As Booz Allen observed, “The exponential growth of mobile 
devices drives an exponential growth in security risks. Every new 
smart phone, tablet or other mobile device, opens another window 
for a cyber-attack, as each creates another vulnerable access 
point to networks.”3

Today’s adversaries are much more sophisticated than ever 
before, with access to more code and expertise than existed just 
a few years ago. It’s not enough for your organization simply to 
thwart an attack: you have to continually prepare for the next one 
even though you can’t predict much about it — except that it’s 
likely to be smarter and stronger than the one you’ve just survived. 
You need to build up a dynamic and proactive defensive capability 
that protects you from attack and increases the speed and agility 
of your response to any threat.

Increasingly, even the largest, most sophisticated financial services 
firms — like businesses in every other industry — have begun to 
realize that mitigation of security risks has become such a complex 
task that it’s much like a separate line of business. Which raises 
the question every firm should ask itself: do you want to be in the 
cyber-security business? Is state-of-the-art IT security a specialty 
that you want — or can afford — to build in house? 

Increasingly, firms are weighing the merits of buying IT security 
services, rather than trying to build (and maintain) their own. Today’s 
constantly changing landscape of threats and rapid evolution of 
new technologies make it difficult for most firms to fend off attacks. 
Leveraging the scale and — most importantly — the expertise of IT 
security services providers offers your organization a way to gain 
higher-quality protection, more cost-effectively.

Depending on the provider and package, buying IT security as a 
managed service can provide your firm the hardware, software, 
infrastructure, and — most critically — the information and 
expertise that you need to protect your business in today’s 
complex and evolving threat environment.

To deliver the security customers demand of their financial 
services providers today requires expertise and resources that 
few firms have in house. If you wanted to create state-of-the-
art security in house, just keeping your equipment and software 
current would take up a huge share of your total IT budget. 
Security technologies are expensive, and constantly changing. 
But that’s not enough. You would also need to find — and recruit 
and retain — skilled security professionals. These people are rare, 
and charge a premium for their services. You might choose to 
turn to your partners and third party providers for assistance with 
security, but unless you can be certain of every member and every 
system within that larger ecosystem, you could be increasing your 
company’s vulnerability rather than decreasing it. n

 
Don’t let compliance get outdated
When it comes to financial institutions, government regulations 
and compliance are very serious business. It can be difficult for 
banks to meet regulatory demands — a challenge exacerbated  
as banks try to achieve compliance using outdated systems and  
as regulations shift and grow more complex.

“Bank regulations change often,” says Roji Oommen, managing 
director financial services, with CenturyLink, “and how regulators 
interpret privacy and security changes over time.”

All U.S. banks, regardless of size, are required by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 to 
maintain a percentage of overall capital in liquid assets based 
on size and the types of investments made. The purpose of this 
act was to reduce the number of bank failures by ensuring banks 
have sufficient assets; it also means that for smaller banks to 
meet this requirement, they will have fewer assets available 
for IT investment than their larger counterparts. More recently, 
banks have had to meet new liquidity standards set by the Basel 
Committee in response to this decade’s severe economic crisis.

In addition to the mandates addressing asset liquidity, regulators 
also have rules about data privacy, security and the ability of 
customers to access their accounts — taller and taller orders 
these days given the 24/7 nature of computing and the number  
of platforms and devices customers are using.

The bottom line is that it typically costs banks more to keep up 
with all of these changes than it would to partner with an Infra-
structure-as-a-Service provider — one that works with financial 
institutions of all sizes and has a staff of security professionals that 
provide 24/7 monitoring against potential breaches. “Even smaller 
banks can compete as peers with larger banks that have signifi-
cantly larger budgets,” says Oommen.

Banking regulators acknowledge that customers sometimes 
engage in risky behaviors with their phones and mobile devices, 
such as checking account information over an insecure wireless 
network or using weak passwords. “Many banking customers 
today do not utilize the traditional passbook or check registers to 
keep track of their bank balance”, adds Tony Kroell, Senior Director 
of Industry Marketing at CenturyLink. “Banks have to deliver 
balances to remote locations instantly.”

Ultimately, says CenturyLink’s Oommen, it is the bank’s respon-
sibility to ensure the customer transactions are safe and secure: 
“It’s the bank’s job to protect its customers.” n

Infrastructure-as-a-Service provider works 
with financial institutions of all sizes and has 
a staff of security professionals that provide 
24/7 monitoring against potential breaches. 

3  Source: “Booz Allen Reports Top Ten Cyber Security Trends for Financial Services 
in 2012,” www. Boozallen.com


